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We observe that for any logarithmically concave finite sequence a0 , a1 , ..., an of
positive integers there is a representation of the Lie algebra sl2(C) from which this
logarithmic concavity follows. Thus, in applying this strategy to prove logarithmic con-
cavity, the only issue is to construct such a representation naturally from given com-
binatorial data. As an example, we do this when aj is the number of j-element stable
sets in a claw-free graph, reproving a theorem of Hamidoune.  2001 Academic Press
Let a0 , a1 , ..., an be a sequence of positive integers which is logarithmi-
cally concave: that is, a2j a j&1a j+1 for all 1 jn&1. (Such sequences
occur frequently in combinatorics; see Stanley [5] and Brenti [1, 2].) As
is easily seen, this implies that if 0hi jkn and h+k=i+ j then
ai ajahak . Thus, the inequalities in the following display are eqivalent to
logarithmic concavity of the sequence (aj)nj=0 :
a0 a0
a1 a0=a0a1
a2 a0a1a1a0a2
a3 a0a2a1=a1a2a0 a3
a4a0a3a1a2a2a1 a3a0a4
b
an a0an&1a1 } } } a1 an&1a0an
b
an an&2an&1an&1an&2an
an an&1=an&1an
an an .
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Symmetric unimodal sequences of positive integers appear naturally in
the representation theory of the Lie algebra sl2(C), as explained in Section 7
of Humphreys [4]. In particular, to prove logarithmic concavity of (aj)nj=0 the
following construction suffices. Let U=nj=0 Uj be a graded vector space
over C with dimC Uj=aj for each 0 jn. We seek endomorphisms X and
Y of UU such that:
(i) for all i and j, X: Ui Uj  Ui&1 Uj+1 ;
(ii) for all i and j, Y: Ui Uj  Ui+1 Uj&1 ;
(iii) letting H :=XY&YX, for any ! # U i Uj we have H!=( j&i) !.
Then [X, Y, H] spans a Lie algebra isomorphic with sl2(C), making UU
an sl2(C)-module which splits as a direct sum UU=2nk=0 Wk of
sl2(C)-modules Wk :=i+ j=k U i U j . The representation of sl2(C) on
Wk implies the inequalities in the k-th row of the above display; see Section
7 of Humphreys [4] or Section 6 of Stanley [5]. Moreover, since one may
construct a direct sum of irreducible sl2(C)-modules with the appropriate
multiplicities, the existence of endomorphisms X and Y as above is also
necessary for logarithmic concavity of (aj)nj=0 .
The issue in applying this strategy is thus not its generality, but the
possibility of constructing X and Y naturally from given combinatorial
data. As an example of this, we give a new proof of (a slight weakening of)
a theorem of Hamidoune [3]. A (finite, simple, undirected) graph G is
claw-free if it does not contain K1, 3 as a vertex-induced subgraph. A subset
S of V(G) is stable if no two vertices in S are joined by an edge of G.
Theorem (Hamidoune). Let G be a claw-free graph, let n be the maximum
cardinality of a stable subset of V(G), and for 0 jn let aj be the number of
j-element stable subsets of V(G). Then (aj)nj=0 is a logarithmically concave
sequence of positive integers.
Proof. For 0 jn, let Sj denote the set of j-element stable subsets of
V(G), let Uj be the C-vector space with basis [[S]: S # Sj], and let S :=
nj=0 Sj and U :=
n
j=0 U j . Consider an ordered pair (S, T) # S_S.
Since G is claw-free, every connected component of the subgraph G[S _ T ]
of G induced by S _ T is a path or a cycle of even length. Let M(S, T) be
the set of components of G[S _ T ] which are paths with both ends in S"T,
and let W(S, T ) be the set of components of G[S _ T ] which are paths
with both ends in T"S. Notice that for (S, T ) # Si_Sj we have *W(S, T )
&*M(S, T )= j&i. Denoting symmetric difference of sets by q, define
X: UU  UU by
X([S][T ]) := :
P # M(S, T )
[SqV(P)][TqV(P)],
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and define Y: UU  UU by
Y([S][T ]) := :
Q # W(S, T )
[SqV(Q)][TqV(Q)].
(In these definitions, S and T range independently over S, and the actions
of X and Y are extended C-linearly to all of UU.)
Since for P # M(S, T) it is clear that *(S & V(P))=1+*(T & V(P)),
condition (i) follows in this case. Similarly, since for Q # W(S, T) it is clear
that *(T & V(Q))=1+*(S & V(Q)), condition (ii) also follows in this
case. To check condition (iii), consider (S, T ) # S_S, and first examine
XY([S][T ]). Choose any Q # W(S, T ), let S$ :=SqV(Q) and
T $ :=TqV(Q), choose any P # M(S$, T $), and let S" :=S$qV(P) and
T" :=T $qV(P). Then
XY([S][T ])=: [S"][T"],
with the summation over all choices in the previous sentence. Now, having
chosen Q # W(S, T), notice that M(S$, T $)=M(S, T) _ [Q] and W(S$, T$)=
W(S, T)"[Q]. Analogously (or by symmetry), in examining YX([S][T ])
choose any P # M(S, T), let S% :=SqV(P) and T% :=TqV(P), choose any
Q # W(S%, T%), and let S%% :=S%qV(Q) and T%% :=T%qV(Q). Then
YX([S][T ])=: [S%%][T%%],
with the summation over all choices in the previous sentence. Having
chosen P # M(S, T), notice that W(S%, T%)=W(S, T) _ [P] and M(S%, T%)
=M(S, T)"[P]. The pairs (Q, P) # W(S, T)_M(S, T) contributing to
XY([S][T ]) are in bijective correspondence with the pairs (P, Q) #
M(S, T)_W(S, T) contributing to YX([S][T ]). The contribution of
these cancels to zero in (XY&YX)([S][T ]). The remaining pairs are of
the form (Q, Q) for some Q # W(S, T ) or (P, P) for some P # M(S, T );
each Q # W(S, T) contributes [S][T ] and each P # M(S, T) contributes
&([S][T ]) to (XY&YX)([S][T ]). For (S, T) # Si_Sj , it follows that
(XY&YX)([S][T ])=( j&i)([S][T ]), sufficing to verify condition (iii).
K
Two special cases of this theorem are particularly noteworthy. First, by
considering the claw-free graph K n with n vertices and no edges, we find
that the sequence ( n0), (
n
1), ..., (
n
n) of binomial coefficients is logarithmically
concave. Secondly, let Hn be the bipartite graph with vertices [1, ..., n]_
[0, 1] and edges (v, 0)t(w, 1) whenever 1v<wn. Let Gn be the line-
graph of Hn ; thus Gn is claw-free. A stable j-set S in Gn is a set of j edges
in Hn , no two of which are incident with the same vertex of Hn . Projecting
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each edge (v, 0)t(w, 1) of S onto its first coordinate vtw, the image of
S is a disjoint union of n& j paths. The connected components of this
image of S form a partition of the set [1, ..., n] into n& j parts. This gives
a bijection between the stable j-sets of Gn and the partitions of [1, ..., n]
into n& j parts. Since Gn is claw-free we deduce that the sequence S(n, n),
S(n, n&1), ..., S(n, 1) of Stirling numbers of the second kind is logarithmi-
cally concave.
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